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Abstract

Brain stroke was classified as 2nd cause of death in 2016, automated methods that1

can locate and segment strokes could aid clinician decisions about acute stroke2

treatment. Most medical images datasets are limited, smalls and have a severe3

class imbalance, this limits the development of medical diagnostic systems. GANs4

(GANs) are one of the hottest topics in artificial intelligence and can learn how5

to produce data. This work presents a conditional image synthesis with GANs6

for brain stroke image analysis and class balancing; furthermore, presents a novel7

training framework for segmentation with GANs.8

1 Introduction9

Brain stroke was classified in 2016 as 2nd cause of death, 1st of disability in adults and 3rd of loss10

years of life according to the World Health Organization [1]. Ischemic stroke (a most common type11

of stroke) is caused by a partial or total restriction of blood supply to part of the brain, prolonged12

ischemia results in irreversible tissue death.13

Health care providers generate and capture large amounts of extremely valuable data at a rate that14

exceeds the processing speed using traditional methods, therefore, machine learning becomes a way15

to integrate, analyze and make predictions based on large data sets.16

However, medical images are often expensive and offer limited use due to privacy regulations; also,17

data sets often lack consistency in size and annotation, this makes them less useful for deep learning18

models by directly limiting the development of medical diagnostic systems; therefore, the generation19

of synthetic images would help in the analysis of medical images and provide better diagnostic20

systems, besides, many data sets have a severe class imbalance due to the nature of the pathologies.21

In this context, we take a GANs to brain stroke image analysis, class balancing and semantic22

segmentation using adversarial networks.23

2 Related Works24

The main problem in the generation of synthetic images is to learn global and local features that25

capture long and short-range spatial relationships between pixels.26

Currently available unconditional image synthesis works in medical images [2, 3, 4] are based in27

DCGAN [5] adding Pyramid Pooling [6] and Progressive Growing [7] to enforce spatial contiguity.28

Works in conditional image synthesis [8, 9, 10, 11] are based pix2pix framework [12].29

General work for preserve global features in generated images is Self-Attention GAN [13] that uses30

attention maps through blocks (self-attention blocks) and spectral normalization [14].31
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A novel work in image synthesis for data augmentation [15] uses a fine-to-coarse (from pix2pixhd32

framework [16]) to improve the performance of CNN segmentation model.33

A recent work called SegAN [17] proposes a U-Net GAN-based framework based on the ineffective-34

ness of single scalar real/fake output of a classic discriminator. Instead uses a fully CNN and propose35

an adversarial critic network with a multi-scale L1 loss function.36

3 Approach and Current progress37

Our model is fed with a database of MR Brain Ischemic Stroke Images (13200) and their segmentation,38

18.38% of the total of images have a stroke (unbalanced class). The segmentation and annotation39

process was manual by a radiologist of the University Hospital Basel - Department of Radiology -40

Switzerland (owner of the dataset). The resolution of the images is 1282 pixels and are gray-scale.41

In order to learn global and local features, we decide to combine self-attention Blocks [13] and42

multi-scale loss L1 [17] in a pix2pix framework [12] for image synthesis using segmentation of stroke43

and foreground as input and getting as output an image synthesis with a stroke for class balancing.44

The actual performance of the work of the image synthesis GAN can be seen in the left image of the45

next figure.46

Figure 1: Left image: brain stroke image generation (1st row: stroke, 2nd: foreground, 3rd: ground
truth, 4th: generated); right: brain stroke segmentation (1st row: stroke, 2nd: ground truth, 3rd:
generated

Furthermore, based in SegAN [17] we build an adversarial networks (segmentor and critic) for47

semantic segmentation adding a Self-Attention Blocks [13] and a novel training strategy, in which48

the segmentor must learn the mapping of the input image to the same image masked by the label49

map (image ∗ segmentationmap) and discriminator uses multi-scale loss L1 for training. Actual50

performance of the work of the semantic segmentation GAN can be seen in the right image of the51

previous figure and the next table.52

Table 1: Comparison to previous methods

Dice Precision Sensitivity

SegAN 0.6909 0.7709 0.6515
our propose 0.7491 0.7805 0.7201

Progress work moves to improve generator performance, propose a new loss function, test with53

the ISLES 2018 and BRATS 2015 datasets, use an implemented image synthesis GAN for class54

balancing the dataset for improve segmentation GAN and implement metrics for image synthesis55

GAN (diversity and realism).56
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